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AbstrAct
By focusing on immersive interaction among 

users, the burgeoning Metaverse can be viewed 
as a natural extension of existing social media. 
Similar to traditional online social networks, there 
are numerous security and privacy issues in the 
Metaverse (e.g., attacks on user authentication 
and impersonation). In this article, we develop 
a holistic research agenda for zero-trust user 
authentication in social virtual reality (VR), an 
early prototype of the Metaverse. Our proposed 
research includes four concrete steps: investigat-
ing biometrics-based authentication that is suit-
able for continuously authenticating VR users, 
leveraging federated learning (FL) for protecting 
user privacy in biometric data, improving the 
accuracy of continuous VR authentication with 
multimodal data, and boosting the usability of 
zero-trust security with adaptive VR authentica-
tion. Our preliminary study demonstrates that 
conventional FL algorithms are not well suited for 
biometrics-based authentication of VR users, lead-
ing to an accuracy of less than 10%. We discuss 
the root cause of this problem, the associated 
open challenges, and several future directions for 
realizing our research vision.

IntroductIon
Metaverse, with the combination of the prefix 
“meta” (meaning transcending) and the word 
“universe,” has been deemed as a hypothetical 
next-generation Internet [1]. While there is no 
consensus on the definition, a narrow depiction 
of the Metaverse is a universal virtual world for 
social interaction, by connecting multiple 3D virtu-
al environments via the Internet. In the Metaverse, 
users are represented by avatars, allowing them 
to interact and collaborate with others as if they 
are in the physical world. To facilitate a fully 
immersive and seamless experience for users, the 
development of the Metaverse relies on multiple 
enabling technologies, such as augmented real-
ity (AR), virtual reality (VR), mixed reality (MR), 
blockchain, and 5G [1]. Undoubtedly, there will 
be numerous security and privacy issues in the 
Metaverse, for example, known attacks on user 
authentication and impersonation. Also, there 
would be new types of challenges, for instance, 
defending against immersive attacks that adjust 
the location and orientation of users, which may 
cause collisions with real objects and motion sick-
ness. Hence, we should take security and privacy 
into consideration from day one when design-
ing the Metaverse instead of treating them as an 
afterthought.

In this article, we focus on user authentication 
in the Metaverse and argue that it should satis-
fy the following four key design principles: zero 
trust, non-intrusive interaction, high reliability, and 
privacy preservation. For example, zero trust [2] 
assumes that no entities (e.g., users, transactions, 
or network traffic) should be always trusted unless 
verified, as trust itself is a vulnerability. Thus, it 
requires the pervasive and continuous deploy-
ment of security mechanisms, such as authenti-
cation and access control [3]. We will discuss the 
other three design principles later.

While one-shot authentication on head-mount-
ed displays (HMDs) [4] and continuous authen-
tication for mobile devices [3] have been 
extensively investigated, it is still unclear how to 
systematically leverage continuous authentication 
in an immersive environment for effectively sup-
porting zero-trust security. Existing studies bear 
the following limitations. First, they often utilize 
a single data source (e.g., head movement [5]), 
which may not always be available for contin-
uous authentication and usually fails to guaran-
tee a high accuracy (i.e., only around 90 % [5]). 
Second, they all benefit from collecting biomet-
ric information from users, which is highly sensi-
tive and may potentially lead to severe security 
and privacy issues. Third, they rely on intrusive 
methods (e.g., throwing a ball [4]) to authenticate 
users, making them not suitable for continuous 
authentication. Lastly, they do not consider the 
practical challenges of continuous authentication 
on HMDs (e.g., usability and resource utilization). 

To address these issues, we explore the emerg-
ing security threats and privacy concerns in social 
VR, an early prototype of the Metaverse [6], and 
develop a holistic research agenda to protect it 
with zero-trust authentication mechanisms. In 
particular, we propose a first-of-its-kind, priva-
cy-preserving continuous and adaptive authenti-
cation framework, dubbed MetaGuard (Fig. 1), 
by employing a federated-learning (FL) based 
scheme that authenticates users with multimodal 
biometric data. We build a proof-of-concept of 
MetaGuard, focusing on preserving user privacy 
with FL. Our preliminary study reveals that existing 
FL models such as FedAvg [7] lead to extremely 
poor performance since each client holds only 
positive-label data. We discuss the root cause of 
the issues related to this setup and suggest several 
potential directions for future improvements. We 
make the following contributions in this article:
• A comprehensive research agenda for pri-

vacy-preserving zero-trust security for the 
Metaverse.
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• Detailed design and proof-of-concept imple-
mentation of the proposed framework.

• Potential technical challenges and thorough 
discussion of future directions for realizing 
zero-trust security in the Metaverse. 

bAckground

Zero-trust securIty
Zero trust [2] is a fi ne-grained security approach 
that shifts defenses from static perimeters of a pro-
tected system to its users, resources, and assets. It 
is rooted in the principle of “never trust, always 
verify” [2] and eliminates vulnerable permissions 
and unnecessary access to help service providers 
better manage and protect identities, applications, 
and machines across their networks. Zero trust 
requires the system to ensure that all requests are 
continuously verifi ed before accessing any system 
asset (e.g., continuous user authentication [3]).

metAverse

Metaverse could be considered as a large-scale virtual 
world connected via the Internet. In recent years, 
with the rapid development of mobile immersive 
computing [8], providing immersive experiences 
for users via VR headsets has become one of the 
most crucial goals of the Metaverse [1]. Therefore, 
emerging social VR is regarded as a key component 
of the Metaverse [6]. In social VR, users are free to 
explore the virtual scene and socialize with others, 
such as trading virtual content via the non-fungible 
token (NFT) [6]. Thus, a continuous authentication 
method is required to protect the account and asset 
security of social VR users. 

vr AuthentIcAtIon
There are two main approaches for user authen-
tication in VR: knowledge-based and bio-
metric-based. Since users wear HMDs in VR, 
knowledge-based methods, such as PINs, become 
inconvenient and vulnerable to attacks [4]. There-
fore, biometric-based authentication has become 
a more practical option for authenticating VR 
users [9]. Biometric-based authentication in VR 
often involves training a classifi cation model using 
machine learning (ML) or deep learning (DL), 
as shown in Fig. 2. However, traditional ML/DL 
models require clients to upload raw data to a 
server, which raises privacy concerns. To address 
this issue, utilizing FL for VR user authentication is 
a promising solution.

threAt modeL
In this section, we describe the threat models in 
VR authentication. 

Human Mimicry Attack is a form of security 
threat in which an attacker records a legitimate 
authentication and subsequently replays it to gain 
unauthorized access to a device or account. In 
the context of VR authentication, an attacker 
could record a user’s interactions with the device, 
such as body movements, and then mimic the 
recorded movements to impersonate the user 
and gain access to the device or account. This 
type of attack is difficult to detect and prevent, 
especially in the one-shot authentication, as the 
authentication information used in the replay may 
appear to be coming from the actual user. Con-

tinuous authentication, with its capability to con-
tinuously monitor the user’s behavior and detect 
anomalies, can mitigate such attacks by providing 
an additional layer of security to authentication.

Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) Attack occurs when 
an attacker intercepts and manipulates the com-
munication between the user and the authen-
tication system. When training the FL-based 
authentication model, the attackers can intercept 
the model sent by the server, train the model 
using their own biometric data, and then upload 
the updated model to the server. This tampering 
can result in a model that fails to accurately recog-
nize the legitimate user, which enables the attack-
er to impersonate the user and gain unauthorized 
access to the device or account. Thus, one-shot 
authentication faces a huge risk under this attack. 
Even continuous authentication alone does not 
guarantee security since the attackers can contin-
uously use their data to train the model. Hence, it 
is imperative to design an additional layer of pro-
tection in the continuous authentication scheme 
to defend against this attack.

Data Poisoning Attack is a malicious tactic 
used by attackers to upload counterfeit data to 
an ML model with the aim of compromising its 
performance. In ML-based classification tasks, 
such as user authentication, this attack involves 
the injection of incorrect data for certain labels 
(users), making them unable to be successful-
ly recognized and classified. In the context of 
FL-based authentication systems, if the counter-
feit data is irrelevant to other labels, this attack 
has a limited impact on the authentication per-
formance of others. However, if the counter-
feit data resembles that of other users, such an 

FIGURE 1. System architecture of MetaGuard.
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FIGURE 2. Biometric-based authentication process in VR.
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attack can be considered a variant of the human 
mimicry attack. 

reseArch AgendA
In this section, we propose a holistic research 
agenda to empower zero-trust authentication for 
the Metaverse with four concrete steps by pre-
senting the design of MetaGuard.

benchmArkIng bIometrIcs-bAsed AuthentIcAtIon for 
metAverse

Early research on authenticating mobile devic-
es [3] and HMDs [5] suggested that collecting 
physiological (e.g., iris, face, fingerprint, voice, 
and brain wave) or behavioral (e.g., typing, touch, 
hand gesture, and gait) biometrics from users to 
build the ML model would be an effective way 
to authenticate them. While biometrics-based 
authentication has been extensively explored, 
it is still unclear how to effectively adapt it for 
MetaGuard to offer privacy-preserving zero-trust 
security mechanisms. 

To bridge this gap, we plan to systematically 
investigate different biometric modalities in terms 
of their usability, reliability, vulnerability, collect-
ability, sensitivity, and adaptability. For example, 
continuous authentication in MetaGuard should 
be non-intrusive, which excludes fingerprint as a 
candidate, although it is more reliable and accu-
rate than behavioral biometrics, such as gait and 
hand gestures. Also, behavioral biometrics, such 
as head and body motion may be more vulner-
able to human mimicry attack than others [4], 
whereas physiological biometrics such as face and 
voice are more sensitive to the environment [3] 
and the collection of brain waves is still a chal-
lenging task. Moreover, continuously collecting 
and processing biometrics, such as body and gaze 
movement, may consume more system resources 
than others.

To this end, we plan to conduct a large-scale 
user study by designing a VR environment, where 
participants will engage in various common activ-
ities such as walking, watching videos, and play-
ing games. Meanwhile, we will collect various 
biometric data using different devices. Hand and 
head movements can be directly collected from 
the headset and controllers of VR devices, while 
collecting gaze movement may necessitate the 
gaze-tracking device attached to the headset, such 
as HTC Vive Pro Eye (https://www.vive.com/sea/
product/vive-pro-eye/overview/ accessed on Apr. 
18, 2022). Moreover, obtaining other physical 

biometric data, such as heart rate, body tempera-
ture, and electrocardiogram, requires the user to 
wear additional sensory devices. By conducting 
this study, we aim to gain a deep understanding 
of the efficacy of different biometric modalities 
for authentication and to create an open, diverse, 
and comprehensive dataset for the design and 
evaluation of MetaGuard. Although in this article 
we focus on the VR environment as a case study 
for MetaGuard, our proposed approach can be 
extended to AR/MR scenarios, as the same type 
of biometric data such as head and hand motion 
and eye gaze movement can be collected in AR/
MR as well.

LeverAgIng federAted LeArnIng to Protect user PrIvAcy
Biometrics-based authentication poses severe pri-
vacy concerns to users if such a scheme is blindly 
employed in the Metaverse, as the collected data 
often carries sensitive and private information. If 
biometric data is misused, leaked, or stolen, users 
could be endangered. To address this concern, 
we will resort to the recent advances of FL. As 
shown in Fig. 3, when training the FL model, the 
sensitive user data will not be uploaded to a cen-
tral place (e.g., a cloud or edge server). Only the 
updated gradient of local models will be upload-
ed to the server for updating the global model, 
which will, in turn, be used to improve local mod-
els. This would effectively mitigate the potential 
risks and protect user privacy.

To train a user authentication model with FL, 
an open challenge is that each client holds only 
positive-label data, which may lead to scalability 
issues of the model. ML-based user authentication 
is essentially a binary decision problem. During the 
training process, the loss function tends to increase 
the similarity between class embeddings with 
the same label (Lpos) and minimize the similarity 
between those with different labels (Lneg). While in 
the FL-based authentication scenario, since each 
client has only its own data (i.e., positive label), 
the local model cannot optimize Lneg. Optimizing 
only Lpos will lead to a trivial solution where all class 
embeddings collapse into a single point in the fea-
ture space [10]. Hence, the model cannot separate 
feature embeddings among different users, lead-
ing the authentication accuracy to decrease as the 
number of users increases. To address this prob-
lem, we propose to utilize the time-series feature 
of biometric data and recurrent neural network 
(RNN), as well as contextual information to design 
the FL-based authentication model.

ImProvIng Zero-trust AuthentIcAtIon AccurAcy wIth 
PersonALIZed muLtImodAL bIometrIc dAtA

The Metaverse necessitates a reliable zero-trust 
security framework with highly accurate authenti-
cation schemes. Given the increasing stake in the 
virtual world, conducting traditional authentication 
methods (e.g., password or two-factor authentica-
tion) only once at the beginning of the session is 
no longer sufficient for the Metaverse. With more 
users joining the Metaverse, the uniqueness of the 
authentication features for each user is reducing, 
making it crucial to continuously collect and train 
the authentication model. Moreover, as we previ-
ously discussed, some biometric information, such 
as voice, has a dynamic nature that can change 

Biometrics-based authenti-
cation poses severe privacy 
concerns to users if such a 
scheme is blindly employed 

in the Metaverse, as the 
collected data often carries 
sensitive and private infor-
mation. If biometric data is 
misused, leaked, or stolen, 

users could be endangered. FIGURE 3. A schematic diagram of training FL-based user authentication 
model in VR.
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over time. Thus, one-shot authentication may not 
be robust under different environments. 

While prior research has proposed continu-
ous authentication [3], a major caveat of these 
strategies is that, as we mentioned above, they 
often rely on a single trait of users. However, 
depending solely on a single biometric modality 
for authentication in VR may lead to sub-optimal 
performance [4] and be vulnerable to human 
mimicry attacks [9]. Moreover, the free-interac-
tion nature of the Metaverse presents challenges 
to the effectiveness of single-modality authentica-
tion. For example, a user may intermittently walk 
and sit, leaving a scheme that solely relies on 
users’ gait powerless when they do not walk. Sim-
ilarly, an authentication scheme monitoring users’ 
typing would leave a loophole when they do not 
behave as expected.

To this end, we will design a multimodal FL 
model where multiple modalities of biometric 
data (e.g., pupil size, head motion, body motion, 
voice, etc.) are collected and fused together for 
authentication. Moreover, we plan to propose 
a personalized FL model for each user with a 
unique combination of modalities that reflects 
their unique biometric features. This approach will 
not only improve authentication accuracy but also 
effectively defend against the MitM attack. This 
is because users’ multimodal biometric data will 
present unique features. Even if MitM attackers 
also perform the human mimicry attack, our pro-
posed model is still capable of defending against 
it since precisely mimicking multiple biometric 
information is challenging. Furthermore, some 
biometric data, such as gaze movement, is hard 
to be mimicked since the user’s eyes are covered 
by the VR headset. However, integrating multiple 
biometric modalities, particularly when utilizing 
body movement data, into authentication systems 
may lead to noise and a decrease in authenti-
cation accuracy. To address this challenge, we 
propose a density-based within-client modality 
selection method that chooses the best modality 
combination for each client.

boostIng usAbILIty of Zero-trust securIty wIth  
AdAPtIve AuthentIcAtIon 

The Metaverse requires a non-intrusive and easy-
to-use authentication that will not impact users’ 
experience while protecting their privacy. Our 
proposed FL-based framework with multimodal 
biometric data as input is expected to provide 
strong protection to end-users. However, HMDs 
are not well designed to handle computation-in-
tensive tasks, such as FL training and continuous 
data collection, processing, fusion, and inference, 
which could inadvertently impact user experience, 
for example, quickly depleting the battery.

To this end, we will optimize MetaGuard with 
adaptive and dynamic authentication. For exam-
ple, a coarse-grain data collection and authentica-
tion frequency can be used when users’ behavior 
does not change. Otherwise, intensive authenti-
cations will be triggered. Also, we plan to investi-
gate contextual information that MetaGuard can 
utilize to effectively reduce authentication costs. 
An inherent and practical challenge of adaptive 
authentication is to balance the trade-off between 
reliability, usability, and resource consumption. 

For example, in traditional FL algorithms, such as 
FedAvg [7], the selection weights of all clients 
are the same by default. In each communica-
tion round, the server randomly selects clients to 
participate in the training. However, clients may 
present heterogeneous resource and data issues, 
affecting the training efficiency and model perfor-
mance. To address this issue, we need to design 
an adaptive client-selection algorithm that choos-
es the appropriate clients to jointly train the glob-
al model in each round. A unique challenge of 
MetaGuard is that we cannot simply drop a client 
for any reason, as everyone should be continu-
ously authenticated in the Metaverse.

PreLImInAry resuLts
To better understand the technical challenges of 
MetaGuard, we build a proof-of-concept that par-
tially implements our proposed research above. 
In this section, we present our preliminary results 
of FL-based VR authentication that shed light on 
realizing the fully-fledged MetaGuard.

Dataset: We use the dataset released by Mill-
er et al. [4] for our initial experiments. This data-
set was collected with an application of throwing 
a ball in VR. It contains the trajectories of 41 
users throwing the ball using the Oculus Quest 
VR headset and has six modalities, including the 
position and orientation of the headset and both 
controllers. Each user threw the ball ten times per 
day for two days. We use the first-day trajectories 
for enrollment (training set) and the second-day 
trajectories for authentication (test set). Note 
that leveraging ball-throwing for authentication 
is intrusive and may not be suitable for contin-
uous authentication. However, given that this is 
the largest publicly available biometrics-based VR 
authentication dataset, in terms of the number of 
users, we believe it can help us gain some initial 
insights into designing privacy-preserving continu-
ous authentication for the Metaverse.

Implementation Details: We implement three 
well-known DL models that have been demon-
strated to achieve high accuracy in VR authenti-
cation tasks [4]: FCN, ResNet, and siamese neural 
network. FCN and ResNet have a similar architec-
ture, consisting of three convolutional layers and 
ending with a dense layer using softmax as the 
activation function. The output of these two mod-
els is a set of N scores, where N is the number of 
users, representing the probability of each candi-
date being the authenticated user. The candidate 
with the highest score is then identified as the 
authenticated user. The siamese network has the 
same limb as the FCN but does not have a dense 
layer. It receives two pieces of data as input (e.g., 
enrollment and authentication motion trajecto-
ries), calculates their Euclidean distance, and out-
puts the distance. The user ID of the enrollment 
trajectory with the closest distance to the authen-
tication trajectory is the identified ID. The server 
trains the above three models with all users’ data 
(i.e., trajectories of headset and controllers), com-
promising their privacy.

Next, we set up and train the FL model that 
ensures each client utilizes only its own data and 
does not share it with others, including the server. 
We leverage a widely used FL algorithm — Fed-
Avg [7] — to enable the server and clients to joint-
ly train the model. The process of training the FL 

The Metaverse requires a 
non-intrusive and easy-

to-use authentication that 
will not impact users’ 

experience while protecting 
their privacy. 
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model via the FedAvg algorithm is as follows: 
1 In the kth communication round, the server 

sends the class embedding Wk and model 
parameters k of the global model to all clients. 

2 The tth client updates (Wk, k) to (Wk
t, k

t) 
based on its local data and the loss function. 

3 The server receives the updated (k
t, k

t) from 
all clients and updates the (Wk+1, k+1) of the 
global model by taking a weighted average 
of (Wk

t, k
t). 

4 The server transmits the (Wk+1, k+1) to all cli-
ents and keeps repeating steps 2–4 until the 
global model is converged. 
Based on the above algorithm, the authentica-

tion model would not leak user privacy. We use 
the FCN as the network architecture of the glob-
al model for FL, namely FedAvg + FCN. We use 
the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001 
for training. For the three non-privacy-preserving 
models, each training runs 2,000 epochs. For the 
FedAvg + FCN model, we train it with 100 com-
munication rounds and let all clients participate in 
the training during each round. For each training, 
we save the model with the best authentication 
accuracy in the test set. We train each model fi ve 
times and report the average accuracy. 

Results: Table 1 shows the accuracy of diff erent 
models when using all 41 users’ trajectories with 
all six modalities, which leads to the following two 
observations. First, on this intrusive authentication 
dataset, the accuracy of the best non-privacy-pre-
serving model, the siamese network, is only ∼ 90%. 
However, as we discussed earlier, to perform zero-
trust continuous authentication, MetaGuard must 
utilize non-intrusive approaches, whose accuracy 
may be even lower than the intrusive solutions. For 
example, Pfeuffer et al. [11] leveraged users’ gait 
movement to perform authentication, and the accu-
racy is only ∼ 50%. One possible reason is that it 
is more diffi  cult to diff erentiate the features of user 
data in non-intrusive methods, which introduces a 
key challenge: How to improve the accuracy of con-
tinuous authentication based on non-intrusive meth-
ods to ensure the eff ectiveness of MetaGuard?

Second, the FedAvg + FCN method can 
achieve an accuracy of only 6.34%, while all 
non-privacy-preserving models have higher than 
87% accuracy. The reason may be that FedAvg + 
FCN cannot distinguish the features of most users, 
resulting in a low authentication accuracy when 
the number of users is large. To understand the 
impact of the number of users on the authenti-
cation performance of FedAvg + FCN, we train 
the FCN and FedAvg + FCN models with diff erent 
numbers of users using all six modalities and show 
the result in Fig. 4. As we can see, the accuracy of 
the FCN model only slightly drops when the num-
ber of users increases. However, FedAvg + FCN 
is significantly affected by the number of users. 
When there are only two users, it can achieve 
95% accuracy. However, when the number of 
users increases to 10, the accuracy reduces to < 
30%; when the number of users further increas-
es to 25, the accuracy is under 10%. Given that 
the Metaverse will accommodate tens of thou-
sands of users from all over the world [1], the 
user authentication model must be scalable and 
robust. Thus, it leads to another key challenge 
for MetaGuard: How to ensure the accuracy of 
MetaGuard remains stable when the number of 
users increases? 

Next, in order to understand the impact of 
the number of modalities on authentication per-
formance, we train the FCN and FedAvg + FCN 
models with different modality combinations. 
Among the six modalities, there are a total of 

!61$ +⋯+ !66$ = 63	

modality combinations. The result is shown in Fig. 
5. We observe that the accuracy of FCN is stable 
with different numbers of modalities. However, 
using fewer modalities may result in higher accu-
racy for the FedAvg + FCN model. For example, 
when using all six modalities, the accuracy is mere-
ly 6.34%. However, when using only three modal-
ities, the average accuracy is 19.32%. Moreover, 
the best modality combination may be different 
for different users. During the training phase, we 
record the modality combinations with the highest 
local accuracy for each of the 41 users and observe 
that there are 30 unique modality combinations 
among the recordings. These fi ndings demonstrate 
the importance of personalized modality selection 
for improving the performance of FL-based authen-
tication models in VR.

dIscussIon And future dIrectIons

dIscussIon 
The preliminary results validate our identifi ed chal-
lenges and demonstrate that the FL-based authen-
tication model may not scale due to the fact that 
each user holds only positive label data. Next, we 
discuss the solutions to this problem proposed 
in existing works and why they do not apply to 
VR authentication. For example, recent work 
proposed to address this issue by improving the 
model update process. FedAwS [12] is a meth-
od where the server, in addition to averaging the 
uploaded gradients, performs a geometric regular-
ization to ensure users’ embeddings are separat-
ed by a pre-defi ned margin. FedUV [10] uses an 

TABLE 1. Accuracy of diff erent authentication models.

Model Privacy 
Preservation Accuracy

Siamese Network  90.2 %

FCN  89.3 %

ResNet  87.2 %

FedAvg + FCN  6.34

FIGURE 4. Impact of the number of clients on the FedAvg + FCN and FCN 
models.

The preliminary results 
validate our identified chal-

lenges and demonstrate that 
the FL-based authentication 
model may not scale due to 

the fact that each user holds 
only positive label data.
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error-correction code to generate a unique secret 
vector for each user to update the model. How-
ever, these models do not consider the quality 
of local data (i.e., each client simply uses all of its 
local data for training). This can be problematic, 
as low-quality local data, such as noise, can neg-
atively affect the accuracy of the trained model. 
For instance, as demonstrated in Fig. 5, blindly 
incorporating all modalities for training can result 
in suboptimal performance.

Other recent work on face recognition report-
ed an accuracy comparable to the state-of-the-
art non-privacy-preserving deep learning models. 
For example, FedFR [13] proposes to fi rst deploy 
a feature extractor on the server that has been 
pre-trained on a large-scale dataset for initiating 
the class embedding for each client. It then intro-
duces extra data created from the public data-
sets that have low similarity to the data held by 
the client for computing its Lneg. However, these 
solutions have the prerequisite of large-scale data-
sets. This is feasible for face recognition because 
there are numerous public large-scale datasets 
available, such as the DigiFace1M (https://github.
com/microsoft/DigiFace1M accessed Apr. 18, 
2022), which has 1.2M images obtained from 
110K individuals. On the other hand, biometric 
datasets, especially for VR headsets, are limited in 
their scale. For example, as we introduced before, 
the dataset released by Miller et al. [4], which is 
the largest among the public biometrics-based VR 
authentication datasets, has only 41 users. 

The root cause for this disparity in size between 
the face recognition and biometrics-based authen-
tication datasets is that face images are relatively 
easy to collect, requiring only devices with cam-
eras, and many people voluntarily share their 
photos on the Internet. Whereas collecting users’ 
biometric data on HMDs requires additional setup 
for sensors, and users may be reluctant to share 
biometric data because it could contain sensitive 
information. Therefore, it is probably unrealistic 
to expect the publicly available biometric dataset 
for VR authentication to be as large as the face 
recognition datasets.

future dIrectIons
Figure 5 highlights a unique challenge associated 
with employing FL for authenticating VR users. 
Contrary to traditional authentication scenarios, 
such as facial recognition or handwriting analysis, 
which rely on a single modality, applying FL for 
VR authentication entails the incorporation of mul-
tiple modalities to enhance authentication accu-
racy. Nevertheless, indiscriminate utilization of all 
modalities may lead to suboptimal performance. 
Thus, to improve the performance of the authenti-
cation model while preserving user privacy, we fi rst 
propose a personalized density-based within-cli-
ent modality selection algorithm. Our approach 
is motivated by the observation that the optimal 
modality combinations may differ among users 
and that modalities beneficial for authentication 
are typically well-clustered. To select the optimal 
modality combination for each user, we plan to 
leverage the density-based clustering algorithm for 
reducing noise and calculating the density for each 
modality combination. First, after applying the clus-
tering algorithm on each modality combination, 
the clustered group with only a single point will 

be considered as noise and removed. Second, by 
calculating the distance between the centroids of 
each clustered group and the center of all data, 
we will obtain the density of each modality com-
bination. In this manner, each client can select the 
modality combination with the highest density for 
training the authentication model.

Next, we exploit the unique features of the bio-
metric data collected on VR headsets to improve 
the scalability of MetaGuard. We notice an import-
ant fact that since all data are captured from the 
continuous activities of the user, they may pres-
ent time-series features, which are not available in 
other authentication methods, for example, those 
that benefit from face recognition. To leverage 
the time-series features of biometric data on VR 
headsets, we can perform time-series analysis to 
extract data with salient features for authentication. 
For example, by considering the excellent perfor-
mance of the RNN, such as long short-term mem-
ory (LSTM), in time-series classification tasks, we 
can train the RNN-based model to improve the 
accuracy of non-intrusive authentication. 

To further improve the scalability of our system, 
we plan to utilize contextual information in VR to 
conduct authentication. For example, there is a 
large number of user-generated content (UGC) in 
the Metaverse. Thus, we can design a fi ne-grained 
data processing method, which categorizes 
time-series data based on recent user interactions 
with the UGC. During authentication, the user will 
be verifi ed using the historical information of their 
interactions with the UGC. Given that users may 
exhibit distinct patterns in their interactions with 
diff erent UGC, this approach can help the model 
learn more useful representations of the user’s 
behavior by considering mainly the most relevant 
historical data (i.e., the interaction with the UGC), 
enhancing the authentication performance.

We fi nally discuss the potential directions and 
open research problems for further improving the 
practicality of MetaGuard. First, to accommodate 
new users and adjust to the dynamic nature of 
certain biometric information (e.g., motion tra-
jectories) [9], the authentication model requires 
frequent training, which may entail significant 
resource and bandwidth consumption. As we dis-
cussed above, clients with insufficient available 
resources and/or poor data quality may aff ect the 
convergence speed of the global model, which 
motivates us to design a client-selection algorithm 
to accelerate the convergence of the model, as 
well as reduce the bandwidth requirement and 

FIGURE 5. The average accuracy of FedAvg + FCN and FCN models using 
diff erent numbers of modalities for 41 users. The bands represent 95% 
confidence intervals. For each number of modalities x, it has !6𝑥𝑥$	
modality combinations.
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voluntarily share their photos 
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Lastly, despite MetaGuard’s 
ability to protect users’ 
biometric information 
during authentication, 

emerging security and pri-
vacy concerns remain in the 

Metaverse. 

computation overhead, without sacrificing the 
authentication accuracy of MetaGuard.

Second, continuous authentication demands 
non-intrusive data collection. However, given 
that the data collected in this way may exhibit 
random patterns, especially for behavioral-based 
biometrics, training the authentication model 
using raw data may result in poor authentication 
performance [11]. This encourages further inves-
tigation into encoding strategies for raw data. 
For instance, calculating movement velocity and 
acceleration or employing fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) for feature extraction could potentially 
enhance authentication performance. Addition-
ally, determining the optimal approach to fuse 
various types of biometric data for enhancing 
authentication accuracy, such as at the feature-ex-
traction level, matching-score level, and decision 
level, remains a topic deserving of in-depth study.

Third, authentication decisions must be made 
in real-time to safeguard user security. Con-
sequently, we should meticulously design the 
authentication model. Blindly increasing the com-
plexity of the model may not only prolong the 
decision-making time but also potentially result in 
overfitting issues, reducing authentication accura-
cy. Moreover, offloading decision-making process-
es to edge devices could potentially reduce the 
time required to make decisions [14].

Fourth, traditional FL training relies on a 
centralized approach that necessitates a server 
for exchanging model parameters with clients, 
potentially raising privacy concerns [15]. Utiliz-
ing edge computing [14] and blockchain tech-
niques presents a promising avenue for realizing 
decentralized FL training without a central serv-
er, enhancing the security and scalability of 
MetaGuard. During FL training, clients transmit 
local models to associated edge servers via block-
chain transactions. Edge servers collect these 
transactions and create a block for storage. They 
then participate in the mining process to verify 
the new block, attaining consensus among all 
edge servers. Upon successful mining, the verified 
block is added to the blockchain and broadcast 
to local devices, ensuring secure storage of local 
model updates.

Lastly, despite MetaGuard’s ability to protect 
users’ biometric information during authentica-
tion, emerging security and privacy concerns 
remain in the Metaverse. For example, by ana-
lyzing headset and controller movements, serv-
ers or attackers could potentially deduce users’ 
anthropometric data, such as height and wing-
span, to infer demographic information (e.g., gen-
der). Moreover, when users participate in highly 
immersive applications, such as gaming, servers 
or attackers might access their fitness, reaction 
time, and color vision information, enabling them 
to infer users’ age and disabilities. Consequently, 
developing comprehensive strategies to protect 
users’ private data from being leaked remains a 
subject warranting further investigation. 

concLusIon
In this position article, we presented a holis-

tic research agenda for securing the Metaverse 
through a zero-trust continuous authentication 
framework. We first analyzed the challenges of 
conducting privacy-preserving continuous authen-
tication in the context of social VR (i.e., a pro-
totype of the Metaverse). We then proposed 
MetaGuard, a first-of-its-kind, FL-based adaptive 
and continuous authentication framework for VR 
users by leveraging multimodal biometric data. 
Our preliminary study through a proof-of-con-
cept of MetaGuard revealed that blindly applying 
FL to VR authentication will lead to an accura-
cy of lower than 10%. We finally discussed the 
root cause of these problems, which shed light 
on future improvements. We hope our study can 
inspire more research to realize the grand vision 
of the Metaverse by tackling its security and priva-
cy challenges. 
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